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ABSTRACT
We used clarification forms to study passage term feedback.
When compared against pseudo-relevance feedback with an
extremely large external corpus, we found that passage feed-
back resulted in a reduction in performance while term feed-
back significantly improved recall.

1. OVERVIEW
UMass tested several new techniques in the HARD track

this year. First, we developed a new baseline pseudo-relevance
feedback technique based on expanding from a large, exter-
nal corpus [6]. Our results indicate that externally expand-
ing a query can result in improvements over passage feed-
back. Second, we present a new feedback technique which
incorporates both relevance and non-relevance information.
Our results indicate that this regularization-based technique
can improve performance when used in conjunction with tra-
ditional feedback techniques. Third, we present two success-
ful term feedback techniques. Our most successful technique
exploits a structured query language in order to significantly
improve recall.

2. BASELINE ALGORITHMS
We used the Indri retrieval engine for retrieval experi-

ments [7]. We did not submit any runs which did not per-
form pseudo-relevance feedback. We experimented with a
mixture of relevance models for our baseline ranking algo-
rithm (also introduced in our Robust runs this year) [6].
Readers should consult the refered work for a more thorough
description of parameters. Mixture parameters were set to
P (aquaint) = 1 for MASSbaseTRM3 and P (bignews) = 1
for MASSbaseTEE3. No dependence models were used in
our baselines.

3. CLARIFICATION FORMS
Our clarification form consisted of several pages of dialog

with the searcher. This dialog followed three phases. In the
first phase, the searcher was presented with passages from
which to judge document relevance. The second phase con-
sisted of term-based feedback; searchers were asked to judge
the expected frequency of terms in relevant documents.

3.1 Passage Presentation
In previous years, we found that passages acted as suitable

surrogates for documents when being judged for relevance
[1]. We divided each of the top 5 documents in the MASS-
baseEE3 run into 150-word, half-overlapping passages. We

then ranked all of the passages according to query likeli-
hood. The top-ranked passage was considered the docu-
ment surrogate. Searchers were asked to judge documents
as “definitely relevant”, “probably relevant”, “probably not
relevant”, “definitely not relevant”, and “can’t tell”. An
example page from the passage feedback phase is shown in
Figure 1.

3.2 Term Presentation
We conducted an informal study to determine which struc-

tured operators were most helpful during query reformula-
tion. The results of this study indicated that one successful
technique was to augment the original query with several
concept structures. For example, if our original query were
“Iraq-Iran War”, the reformulated query would include a
node representing concepts such as “cities in Iraq”, “cities
in Iran”, “politicians in Iraq”, and ”politicians in Iran”.

We presented 15 terminological feedback pages. Each
feedback page in our form started by requesting a judgment
for some query concept extracted from the query or—if can-
didates from the query were exhausted—from the initial re-
trieval. Terms taken from the initial retrieval were filtered
to not include named entities, single letters, or numbers. Be-
cause we only presented 15 terms, we ranked all candidates
according to their Clarity [2]. These 15 terms represented
the core “concepts” of the query.

In addition to the core terms describing the concept, we
were interested in presenting terms for clarifying the con-
cepts themselves. For example, if one of the extracted con-
cepts was “salsa”, we would like to have the user disam-
biguate which sense of “salsa” was intended. One method
of presenting alternative senses is to use related terms. We
accomplished this by first searching WordNet for synsets
containing the concept term [5]. We selected the first term
from each of the synsets. If the concept word was not found
in WordNet or if there were fewer than five synsets detected,
we issued the concept word as a query and padded out the
related term list with the most frequent terms in this re-
trieval.

Figure 2 depicts an example term feedback page. Searchers
were asked to indicate the expected frequency of terms in
relevant documents. Since our core retrieval algorithm is
based on term frequencies, we felt requesting this informa-
tion would be more helpful than asking searchers to judge
the more ambiguous concept of “term relevance”.

4. PASSAGE FEEDBACK



Figure 1: Passage Feedback Interface.

4.1 Passage Relevance Model
Our baseline relevance feedback method builds a relevance

model for each set of relevant documents,

P (w|θR) =
1

|R|
X
D∈R

P (w|θD) (1)

After ranking terms in decreasing order of probability, we
use the top terms and weights combined with the original
query. We then perform retrieval with this expanded model.
This run is labeled MASSpassRM3.

4.2 Regularizing the Retrieval Scores
In previous work, we found that a second pass of regu-

larizing retrieval scores often significantly improves ranking
[4]. In order to use this framework, we first normalize re-
trieval scores using shift and scale normalization. Then,
if any judged documents occur in the second retrieval, we
replace the retrieval score with 1 for documents marked rel-
evant and 0 for documents marked non-relevant. This run
is labeled MASSpassRM3R.

5. TERMINOLOGICAL FEEDBACK

5.1 Regularizing Term Weights
We adopt the regularization framework used in Section 4.2

to regularize the expanded term weights. In this section, we
will sketch the notions of term graphs and term weights.

A term graph contains one node for each term in the set
of expansion terms. In our case, we used the set of terms
in the EE3 model. The edges in the graph are meant to
represent the relatedness of two terms. We use a language
model approach to measure the relatedness. For each term,
we construct a language model based on terms frequently
co-occurring with the candidate term in some fixed window

of terms. Previous work has found bigram-based distribu-
tional similarity to be a compelling method for quantifying
term relationships [3]. Our method relaxes the proximity to
include words within some window. We accomplished this
by retrieving fixed-length passages for each term. We then
built a language model out of the weighted combination of
maximum likelihood passage models,

P (w|θq) =
X
T∈R

P (w|θT )
P (q|θT )

Z (2)

where Z is a normalizer over all retrieved passages, T ∈ R.
We use the multinomial diffusion kernel to compare language
models, in turn defining our edge weights [4]. Figure 3 shows
an example graph.

Once this graph is constructed, we can regularize the term
weights used in MASSbaseEE3 following the feedback the
method described in Section 4.2.

5.2 Building Structured Queries
As mentioned in Section 3.2, we conducted an informal

study to determine useful patterns in structured querying.
One important technique we found was the use of concepts.
Instead of querying with a set of terms, we would, for each
concept in the query, expand the term into conceptually
related terms. We developed the concept-feedback template
presented in Figure 4.

6. FREE TEXT FEEDBACK
We also provided the searcher with an opportunity to

manually submit additional query terms in a free text box.
No searchers managed to reach this phase of the clarification
process so we exclude it from our results.

7. TRAINING



Figure 2: Term Feedback Interface.
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Figure 3: Term Regularization. The figure on the left represents co-occurrence information of terms in the
expansion model. Highlighted nodes represent terms presented to the user for feedback. The figure on the
right represents the pre-regularization term weights. The weight of highlighted nodes depends on the user
feedback (0 for non-relevant terms; 1 for relevant terms). The weight of all other terms in the graph is equal
to the expansion model weight.

#weight( LAMBDA1 #combine(EE)

(1-LAMBDA1) #combine( #wsyn( LAMBDA2 #1(PHRASE1) (1-LAMBDA2) #syn(RELATEDTERM11 RELATEDTERM12...))

#wsyn( LAMBDA2 #1(PHRASE2) (1-LAMBDA2) #syn(RELATEDTERM21 RELATEDTERM22...))

...

)

)

Figure 4: Structured Query Template. The EE model is generated from the external corpus. The phrases are
header terms in the clarification form. The related terms are footer terms in the clarification form. Weights
for λ1 and λ2 are learned in the training phase.

We used the Robust 2004 topics and corpus for training
parameters. We only considered the title field for our train-
ing experiments. We excluded topics used in Robust 2005
evaluation. We simulated the HARD user study by asking
10 graduate students in our department to complete clarifi-
cation forms for 10 topics in three minutes. This resulted in
a total of 100 topics to use for training feedback algorithm
parameters.

7.1 Baseline
Our baseline pseudo-relevance feedback retrieval used 10

feedback documents to generate the relevance model, 25
terms from the relevance model to interpolate with the orig-
inal query, and a weight of 0.20 on the original query. When
using the external corpus, the retrieval used 25 feedback
documents to generate the relevance model, 50 terms from
the relevance model to interpolate with the original query,
and a weight of 0.10 on the original query. The values of
these trained parameters indicate that we should have more
confidence in the relevance model built from the external
corpus.

7.2 Passage Feedback
We trained our passage Feedback algorithms using docu-

ment judgments from the Robust 2004 topic set and corpus.
This allowed us to train on the complete set of 200 topics
(after having excluded the topics used in Robust 2005). Al-
though our clarification forms resulted in passage feedback,
we found this training technique successful in previous years
[1]. Our feedback algorithm used only relevant documents
to generate the relevance model, 50 terms from the relevance

model to interpolate with the original query, and a weight
of 0.10 on the original query. Our regularization used a 5-
nearest neighbor graph, t = 0.70, and α = 0.20.

7.3 Term Feedback
We trained both of our term feedback algorithms using the

in-house clarification form data. In both cases, only terms
labeled “always” and “never” were used for feedback.

Our term regularization model had two components to
train: term language models and term regularization. When
build the per-term language models, we used the top 100 50-
word passage retrieved. Each graph consisted of the top 100
terms from the relevance model. Our regularization used a
75-nearest neighbor graph, t = 0.50, and α = 0.50.

Our structured term feedback model had two parame-
ters. The original query was given the most weight with
λ1 = 0.95. Within the concept node, we found that more
weight was placed on the related terms with λ2 = 0.30. We
performed a post-processing step where all terms labeled
“never” were removed from the structured query.

8. RESULTS
We submitted two baseline runs and four post-clarification

runs. All runs used the title field only. The results are pre-
sented in Table 1. We present standard retrieval measures
including the official R-Precision measure.

8.1 Baseline Runs
Our baselines performed similarly to our Robust track

runs. Expanding the query using only the Aquaint corpus



MASSbaseTRM3 MASSbaseTEE3 MASSpsgRM3 MASSpsgRM3R MASStrmR MASStrmS
Retrieved: 50000 50000 50000 50000 50000 50000
Relevant: 6561 6561 6561 6561 6561 6561
Relret: 4115 4357 4241 4241 4877∗ 4909∗†

IntPrec@0.00 0.6302 0.7088 0.7257∗ 0.7013 0.7603∗ 0.7584∗

IntPrec@0.10 0.4548 0.5631 0.5049 0.5214 0.5798∗ 0.5925∗

IntPrec@0.20 0.3997 0.4897 0.4336 0.4478 0.4917∗ 0.5270∗

IntPrec@0.30 0.3547 0.4392 0.3791 0.3861 0.4222∗ 0.4711∗

IntPrec@0.40 0.2944 0.3783 0.3221 0.3310 0.3643∗ 0.3988∗

IntPrec@0.50 0.2474 0.3076 0.2718 0.2808 0.3001∗ 0.3202∗

IntPrec@0.60 0.2011 0.2420 0.2146 0.2253 0.2379 0.2605∗

IntPrec@0.70 0.1625 0.1897 0.1659 0.1734 0.1902 0.2042∗

IntPrec@0.80 0.1111 0.1256 0.1091 0.1134 0.1250 0.1419∗

IntPrec@0.90 0.0524 0.0639 0.0497 0.0534 0.0659 0.0662∗

IntPrec@1.00 0.0068 0.0037 0.0031 0.0029 0.0057 0.0070
map 0.2445 0.3043 0.2688 0.2766∗ 0.3019∗ 0.3223∗

P@5 0.4360 0.5600 0.5160∗ 0.5200∗ 0.5640∗ 0.5600∗

P@10 0.4300 0.5300 0.4780 0.4880 0.5320∗ 0.5600∗

P@15 0.4013 0.5253 0.4707∗ 0.4933∗ 0.5093∗ 0.5333∗

P@20 0.3970 0.5050 0.4610∗ 0.4740∗ 0.4940∗ 0.5110∗

P@30 0.3780 0.4767 0.4347 0.4453∗ 0.4647∗ 0.4853∗

P@100 0.2848 0.3580 0.3256∗ 0.3340∗ 0.3566∗ 0.3732∗

P@200 0.2251 0.2605 0.2454 0.2480∗ 0.2731∗ 0.2830∗

P@500 0.1363 0.1498 0.1430 0.1443 0.1614∗ 0.1651∗

P@1000 0.0823 0.0871 0.0848 0.0848 0.0975∗ 0.0982∗†

rprec 0.2660 0.3291 0.3024∗ 0.3082∗ 0.3353∗ 0.3547∗

Table 1: Results. Comparisons between official baseline and modified retrieval runs. The first two
columns represent local pseudo-relevance feedback (MASSbaseTRM3) and external pseudo-relevance feed-
back (MASSbaseTEE3). The second two columns represent passage feedback (MASSpsgRM3) and regular-
ized passage feedback (MASSpsgRM3R). The final two columns represent feedback using term regularization
(MASStrmR) and structured query construction (MASStrmS). Bold numbers represent the best perfor-
mance among our systems. Statistical improvements were computed with respect to both baselines. We
used a Wilcoxon test and indicate instances where p < 0.05. A superscript ∗ indicates improvement over
MASSbaseTRM3 and a superscript † indicates improvement over MASSbaseTEE3.



resulted in an R-Precision much lower than external expan-
sion.

8.2 Passage Feedback
The feedback runs perform better than our pseudo-relevance

feedback baseline (MASSbaseRM3). Note that candidate
feedback documents were taken from the external corpus.
As expected, regularization boosted the relevance feedback
performance across almost all measures.

One result for passage feedback is surprising. Feedback
does not outperform external expansion (MASSbaseEE3).
This result seems to indicate that true relevance feedback
underperforms pseudo-relevance feedback when we gather
an external corpus of sufficient size and quality. We are
currently conducting experiments to determine the precise
situations when external expansion is better than true feed-
back.

8.3 Term Feedback
Our best runs incorporated term feedback. This is sur-

prising since our previous work indicated that term feedback
often did not improve retrieval; only free text reformulation
provided performance gains. Because we have adjusted both
our term selection and term incorporation scheme from pre-
vious years, it is difficult to determine which factor is likely
to explain the improvement.

Several improvements over the MASSbaseEE3 baseline
should be pointed out. First, although both term feed-
back methods improved the official R-Precision metric, only
structured feedback improved mean average precision. Sec-
ond, the only significant improvement over our external ex-
pansion baseline was in the number of relevant documents
retrieved. There are several reasons for this. Term presen-
tation always occurred after document presentation. There-
fore, we tended to have far fewer term judgments. In several
cases, searchers did not even get to the term feedback pages.
Since additional term information existed for fewer topics,
then, it was difficult to measure the significance of this im-
provement.

That the number of relevant documents significantly rose
is contrary to previous year’s results where additional terms
only improved high precision measures and sometimes re-
duced recall. We believed that the searchers were adding
terms recognized as discriminative in the top-presented pas-
sages on our form or such terms seen on other sites’ forms in
the study. The result would be to construct a high-precision
query for retrieving those documents already included on the
clarification form(s). We constrained searchers this year to
a small set of terms unlikely to be prone to such over-fitting.
Because of it’s query-directed nature and the named-entity
filtering, the candidate set of terms was much more gen-
eral. Combined with our structured query, we could care-
fully expand these general concepts to retrieve a larger mass
of relevant documents.

9. CONCLUSIONS
Our experiments this year provided some compelling re-

sults. First, we demonstrated that passage-level feedback
sometimes under-performs pseudo-relevance feedback using
an external corpus. This is interesting because it means
that there are cases where document feedback might be less
useful than exploiting some larger or higher quality corpus.
Second, we showed that term feedback can be successfully

used to improve recall tasks whereas previous results demon-
strated only precision gains.
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